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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we propose and analyse a modified projection-type dynamical system 
associated with variational inequMities by using the technique of updating the solution. We prove 
that the globally asymptotic stability of this dynamical system requires only the pseudomonotonicity 
of the underlying operator, which is a weaker condition than monotonicity. The results obtained 
in this paper represent a significant improvement of the previously known results. @ 2002 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Variational inequalities, which were introduced and studied by Stampacchia [1], provide natu- 
ral and general settings for the formulation of the equilibrimn problems arising in economics, 
transportation, elasticity, and structural analysis, see [2-12]. As a result of interaction between 
different branches of mathematical nd engineering sciences, we now have a variety of techniques 
to suggest and analyze various iterative algorithms for solving variational inequalities and re- 
lated optimization problems. Using the projection technique, one can show that the variational 
inequalities are equivalent to the fixed-point problems. This equivalence has been used [3-8] to 
suggest and analyse a projected ynamical system, in which the right-hand side of the ordinary 
differential equation is a projected operator. Projected dynamical systems are characterized by 
a discontinuous right-hand side. The novel feature of the projected ynamical system is that the 
set of the stationary points of the dynamical systems corresponds to the set of the solution of the 
variational inequalities. Consequently, the equilibrimn problems which can be formulated in the 
setting of variational inequalities now can be studied in the nlore general setting of the dynamical 
systems. It is known [5,7,10] that the dynamical system can be used in designing neural network 
for solving mathematical programming problems. In this way, one can usually solve the opti- 
mization problems much faster than most popular optimization algorithms for general purpose 
digital computers. These facts motivated us to consider the dynamical systems associated with 
variational inequalities. In this paper, we suggest and analyse a new projected ynamical system 
by using the technique of the updating solution. The proposed ynamical system is different from 
the projected ynamical systems considered and studied by Dupuis and Nagurney [3], Friesz et 
al. [5], and Xia and Wang [8,10]. We prove that the modified dynamical system has the globally 
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asymptotic stability property for the pseudomonotone operator, which is a weaker condition than 
the monotonicity. This shows that our results clearly represent a significant improvement of the 
previously known results in this area. For related and recent work, see [13-17]. 
2. FORMULATIONS AND BASIC  FACTS 
Let R ~ be a Euclidean space, whose inner product and norm are denoted by (.,.) and II" II, 
respectively. Let K be a closed and convex set in R '~ and A : R ~ ~ R n be a nonlinear operator. 
We now consider the problem of finding u E K such that 
(Au, v - u) > O, Vv  ~ I f .  (1) 
Problem (1) is the simplest form of a variational inequality, which was introduced and studied by 
Stampacchia [1] in 1964. It has been shown that a large class of obstacle, unilateral, contact, free, 
moving, and equilibrium problems arising in regional, physical, mathematical, engineering, and 
applied sciences can be studied in the unified and general framework of variationM inequalities, 
see [2 12]. 
We will use the following well-known results and concepts. 
LEMMA 2.1. For a given Z C R n, u E [ (  satisfies the h~equaBty 
(u - z ,v  - u)  >_ O, Vv  E K ,  (2) 
i f  and only i f  u = P~:z, where PK is the projection of  R n onto the convex set K .  Furthermore, 
the operator PK is nonexpansive. 
This result plays an important role in obtaining the main results of this paper. Invoking 
Lemma 2.1, one can easily show that problem (1) is equivalent to the fixed-point problem, which 
is the motivation of our next result. 
LEMMA 2.2. The function u E K is a solution of  problem (1) i f  and only i f  u ~ l£ satisfies the 
re]ation 
U = PK[U -- pAu], (3) 
where p > 0 is a constant. 
Using the technique of updating the solution, (3) can be written as 
u = PK [PK[U -- pAu] - pAPi,:[u - pAu]]. (4) 
From Lemma 2.2, it follows that u E K is a solution of (1) if and only if u E K is a zero of the 
equation 
u - PK[PK[u -- pAu] - pAPK[u  - pAul] = O. 
This fixed-point approach as been used to suggest and analyze some efficient wo-step forward- 
backward splitting algorithms for solving variational inequalities [9,11,12]. These splitting type 
methods can be parallelized and have potential applications in optimization and differential equa- 
tions. These facts motivated us to introduce the dynamical system associated with the variational 
inequalities (1) as 
du 
d~ : A{PK [PK [u - pAul -pAP , (  [u - pAu l ]  - u},  ~(t0) = u0 e I(, (5) 
where k is a constant. Here the right-hand side is associated with projection, and hence, is 
discontinuous on the boundary of K. Note that the modified projected dynamical system (5) is 
different fi'om the one considered in [2-8,10]. It is clear fi'om the definition that the solution to (5) 
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belongs to the constraint set K. This implies that the results, such as the existence, uniqueness, 
and continuous dependence on the data of the solution of (5), can be studied. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The dynamical system is said to converge to the solution set Ix'* of (1) if and 
only if, irrespective of the initiM point, the trajectory of the dynamicM system satisfies 
lira dist (u(t), I(*) = 0, (6) 
t~OO 
where 
dist (u, K*) = ~i~. Iju -v[ I .  
It is easy to see that, if the set K* has a unique point v~*, then (6) implies that 
lira u(t) = u*. 
t~o  
DEFINITION 2.2. The dynamical system is said to be globally and exponentially stable with 
degree r1 at u* if and only if, irrespective of the initial point, the trajectory of the system u(t) 
satisfies 
Ilu(t) - u*ll < ~1 jLu(to)  - u*ll exp ( - r  1 (t - to ) ) ,  V t _> to, 
where Pl and r/are positive constants independent of the initial point. 
It is clear that global and exponential stability is necessarily globally and asymptotically stable 
and the dynamical system converges arbitrarily fast. 
From now on, we assume that K* is nonempty and is bounded, unless otherwise specified. 
3.  MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, we study the main properties of dynamical system (5) and analyse the global 
stability of the systems by using the technique of Xia and Wang [10]. First of all, we discuss the 
existence and uniqueness of dynamical system (5). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the operator A be a Lipschitz contirmous operator. Then for each uo E R n, 
there exists a unique continuous olution u(t) of dynamical system (5) with u(to) = Uo over 
[to, oo]. 
PROOF. Its proof is similar to that of Xia and Wang [10]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a pseudomonotone Lipschitz continuous operator. Then dynamical 
system (5) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov and globally converges to the solution subset of (1). 
PROOF. Since the operator A is a Lipschitz continuous operator, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
dynamical system (5) has a unique continuous olution u(t) over [t0, T) for any fixed u0 C K. Let 
u(t) = u(t, to; u0) be the solution of the initial value problem (5). For a given u* E K, consider 
the following Lyapunov function: 
L(u) = Ilu - u*ll 2 , u E R '~. 
It is clear that l im~o L(un) = +oo whenever the sequence {u,~} C K and lira . . . .  un = +oo. 
Consequently, we conclude that the level sets of L are bounded. Let u* E K be a solution of (1). 
Then 
(Au*,v-u*)>_O, VvEK, 
which implies that 
(Av ,  ~ - ~**) > O, (7) 
since the operator A is pseudomonotone. 
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Taking v = PK[PK[u  -- pAu] - pAPK[u  - paul] in (7), we have 
(APK[U -- pAPK[u  - pAu]], PK[P~C[U -- pAPK[v.  - pAu]] - u*} _> 0. (8) 
Setting v = u*, u = PK[PK[u  -- pAul  - pAPK[u  - pAul], and z = u - pAPK[PK[u  -- pA'u] - 
pAPK[U - pAul] in (2), we have 
(PK [PK [u -- PAul - pArK  [u -pAu] ]  - u + pAPK [PK [u -- pAul  
(o) 
-pAPK [u -- pAul ] ,  u* - Pi~ [PK [u - pau  I - pAPK [PK [u - pAu]]]} > O. 
Adding (8) and (9), we obtain 
(u -u  * ,PK  [P/,-[u-pAu] - pAP I (  [u - pAul]) > IIPA- [PK [u -- pau l  - pAP~: [u - pAu]][t 2 . (10) 
Thus, from (5) and (10), we have 
dL du 
L(u)  - du dt - 2A (u - u*, PK  [PK [u -- pAul  - pAPA ~ [u - pAu]] - u} 
< -2~ IIPK [PK [u -- pAul  - pAPr(  [u - pAul]]] 2 < 0. 
This implies that L(u) is a global Lyapunov fimction for the system in (5) and system (5) is 
stable in the sense of Lyapunov. Since{u(t) : t > to} C K0, where K0 = {u c K : L(u)  < L(u0)} 
and the function L(u) is continuously differentiable on the bounded and closed set K, it follows 
from LaSalle's invariance principle [8] that the trajectory will converge to ~, the largest invariant 
subset of the following subset: 
E= u~ K;  -~-=0 . 
Note that if dL 2i- = O, then 
I lu - Pi~ [PK [u -- pAu l  - ~APK [u - pAu]] l l  2 = 0, 
and hence, u is an equilibrium point of dynamical system (5), that is, -g~ 
dE = 0. Thus, we conclude that Conversely, if d,, = 0, then it follows that 
E= uEK: -~-=0 =KoNK* ,  
which is a nonempty, convex, and invariant set contained in the solution set K*. So 
lira dis (u(t), E) = 0. 
t -----* Oo  
Therefore, dynamical system (5) converges globally to the solution set of (1). In particular, if the 
set E = {u*}, then limt_~o~ u(t) = u* Hence, system (5) is globally asymptotically stable. | 
THEOREM 3.3. Let  the operator T be L ipsch i tz  cont inuous wi th  a constant  ~ > O. I f  A < O, 
then dynamica l  sys tem (5) converges g lobal ly  and exponent ia l ly  to the unique solut ion o f  the 
var iat ional  inequa l i ty  (1). 
PROOF. From Theorem 3.1, we see that there exists a unique continuously differentiable solution 
of dynamical system (5) over [t0, oc). Then 
dL  
~-~ = 2A (~( t )  - w ,  P~ [P/~ [~(t)  - pA(~¢) ) ]  - pAPK[~( t )  - pA~(t ) ] ]  - ~( t ) )  
= -2A  tl'~(t) - Wl l  ~ (11)  
+ 2~ (~( t )  - W,  P~ [PK [~(t )  - ~A(~( t ) ) ]  - pAP /~ [~(t)  - pA , , ( t ) ] ]  - W) ,  
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where u* E K is the solution of the variational inequality (1). Thus, 
u* = PK [PK [u* - pAu*] - pAPK [u* - pAu*]]. 
Now, using the nonexpansivity of PK and Lipschitz continuity of the operator A, we have 
HPK [P~< [u - pAul - pAP~. [u - pAu]] - PK [PK [u* -- pAu*] - pAPK [u* - pAu*]]ll 
<_ IIPK [u -- pAul - PK  [u* -- pAu*]H + pl[APK [u -- pdu] - APK [u* - pdu*]lt 
<_ (1 + p¢~) { l lu -  u*ll + p i lAu-  du*H} 
_< (1 + ~/~)2 I1~ - ~*11. 
From (11) and (12), we have 
where 
d 
Ilk(t) -~11 ~ <~ +2a'AHu(t) - u*[I 2, 
d--t 
Thus, for A = - -~1,  where "~1 is 3 positive constant, we have 
(12) 
which shows that the trajectory of the solution of dynamical system (5) will globally exponentially 
converge to the unique solution of the variational inequalities (1). 1 
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